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Measurement of striated muscle fibre diameters using
interactive computer-aided microscopy
G SLAVIN, C SOWTER. P WARD, K PATON
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SUMMARY We have measured muscle fibre diameters using two methods of interactive computer-aided
microscopy They are simple to perform, reproducible and more convenient than manual methods of
measurement. The technique is of general application to histological measurement.

Measurement of muscle fibre size is important in the
assessment of neuromuscular disease, and when com-
bined with enzyme histochemistry demonstrates selective
injury of the different muscle fibre types to various
insults. ' However, widespread use of muscle fibre
measurements is restricted by the difficulties of measure-
ment which are reflected in the numerous methods
described to record different parameters and by the effort
needed in many methods to make the measurement. The
cross-sectional area of individual fibres has been
assessed.- Others have preferred to measure fibre
diameters. Most fibres in cross section are circular or
ellipsoid. It has been suggested that orthogonal diameters
(major and minor axes) should be measured and the
biaxial diameter ratio used as the appropriate
measurement.4 However, many workers5 measure only a
single diameter in one plane assuming that each fibre is
cylindrical and of circular cross section.

To estimate the size of the fibre it is necessary to
estimate the diameter of a circular cylinder cut by the
arbitrary plane of the section. If a circular cylinder of
diameter D is cut by any plane then the plane section is an
ellipse of minor axis D. Hence fibre diameter can be
measured by treating each fibre section in whatever plane
it is cut as an ellipse and measuring its minor axis. In
practice the greatest diameter across the longest chord is
measured. 6

Practical techniques of measurement have included
direct measurement using an eyc piece micrometer
measurement of a projected image or enlarged micro-
photographs. Recently computer-aided microscopy has
been applied to this problem and methods have been
described using either automatic image analysis to
measure muscle cross sectional areas 3 or interactive
techniques.' However, methods based on cross sectional
area are unsatisfactory for many small biopsies, because
obliquely cut fibres must be ignored. Moreover. automa-
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tic image analysis of' fibres stained selectively by the
ATPase reaction requires time-consuming editing, parti-
cularly to allow the adequate differentiation of light type I
fibres from the background connective tissue.-
We have approached the problem of measurement of

muscle fibres by choosing to measure the diameter of the
fibres as described by Brooke and Engel5 but using
computer-assisted microscopy with pathologist inter-
action to define the fibre type. We have compared the
values obtained by computer-aided microscopy with
those obtained by direct measurement in enlarged
photographic prints which was the method previously
used in our laboratory

Material and methods

The material examined was striated muscle from the
vastus lateralis of 10 normal volunteer controls. 10
patients with hypothyroid myopathy and 10 patients with
a variety of neuromuscular diseases. The tissue was
orientated on cork to a transverse position using a
dissecting microscope and snap-frozen with liquid
nitrogen and isopentane. Sections were cut at 8 pm and
stained for ATPase at pH 9-4 to demonstrate the different
fibre types. The diameter of type I and type 11 muscle
fibres was then measured by three techniques: two
methods based on computer-aided microscopy were
compared with the manual method we used previously

MNELrilo[) (MANULA MEfITIOD))
The microscopic slide is photographed and the prints
enlarged to a diameter of x 250. The observer then covers
the photograph with a sheet of translucent paper and
records thereon with a pencil the longest chord perpen-
dicular to the longest diameter of each fibre cross section.
When all fibres have been so treated the record of this
overlay shows a width vector for each fibre. The length of
each vector is then measured and the appropriate width of
the fibre estimated from the magnification.
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Fig. I The pathologist has selected
linieA -B as the appropriate diacmeter.
Linte C-D lies alonzg the lonigest a-vis
an1dthe selection is a good onie.

Fig. 3 The outline ofthefibre is delinteated w'ith
the light peni (arrow) antd the aves ofthe "best
ellipse" computed.

_-

_

Fig. 2 E-FG-H mark dia,neter.¶ measuired ald
accepted. A -B has beenz selected blt linie C-D
shows this to be er-r-onieolus anld is nzowi deleted.

MFTHIODS 2 & 3 (COslPUTER-AIDEI[)
MIClR(OSCC(PY)
These methods used the Joyce Loebl "Magiscan" image
analysis system. The Magiscan is based on a Data General
Nova mini-computer and a microprocessor specialised for
image analysis. A television camera records the microsco-
pic image which is displayed on a monitor. A "light-pen"
allows the observer to interact with image in accordance
with a specific program written for each method.

Method 2 ("Two poiznt mnethod")
The observer views a televised image of the section on the
monitor screen and using the light-pen indicates the two
end points of the longest chord perpendicular to the
longest diameter of each fibre section. If these end points
are A, B, the computer display shows an unequal-armed
cross made up of A, B and C. D where the cross line CD is
the perpendicular bisector of AB. If the observer had
made a good choice then cross line CD should lie along
the longest diameter of the fibre (Fig. 1). If the choice is a
bad one then the cross line is clearly seen to be at variance

Fig. 4 A shruntkenz version of the
outtline anid axe.s mnarks thosejfib,ies
measuired.

with the longest diameter (Fig.2). At this point, prompted
by the vector display the observer accepts or rejects the
line AB and the appropriate width vector. If accepted the
line AB remained as a marker on the display showing that
the fibre has been measured. If the line AB is rejected it is
deleted and a new line selected. When the observer has
dealt with all the fibres the pattern on the monitor screen is
similar to that produced on the transparent overlay in the
manual method.

Method 3 ("Outlinie mnethod")
The observer views the microscopic image on the monitor
of the Magiscan system and defines each fibre by drawing
its outline with a light-pen on the televised image (Fig.3).
The computer approximates to the given outline with the
"best ellipse" which fits the outline and measures the
minor axis of this ellipse as the muscle "diameter." After
measurements a shrunken version of the major and minor
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Table Diferences inf'ibre size (,um) in f'ibre txpes, showing meatiiwithini-subje(ct d4jfrenc(-es anidstancdard(devtiation of/'in1div,idualaI
differences between methods

Methods compared
Manuai(0l ls ouitlit/e Manuat lxi * tuoIsIwpo OutSliiwe vs I uso point
Mean SD Mean1 SD Menuw SD

Type I fibres 1.9 3.2 1.6 3.6 -0.3 2.7
Type 11 fibres 2.2 3.5 .8 4.0 -0.3 2.4

Table 2 Mean within-subject differen(es and standard deviation of'individual di,frrences (,un) bet IeeVmethods

Methods compared
Manuai(il vs out lin1e MaV/annl Is I tuopomi Outilne 1vI wt pooin
Menuz SD Menus S1) Mean SI)

Normal muscle 0.7 3.2 .8 4.2' 1.1 3.3
Hypothyroid muscle 3.9 3.2 3.1 3.9 -( 8 8
Miscellaneous muscle disorders 1.6 2.9 0.3 2.7 - 3 6
Allgroups 2.0 3.3 1.7 3.8 -0.3 2.5

axes are displayed on each fibre as a record of completed
measurement (Fig. 4).

In each method 150 fibres of both type I and type 11
from the biopsy were counted. The purpose of this study
was to compare methods as used in practice. We have
made no attempt to measure identical fibres and our
results are based on sets of 150 fibres in fields chosen at
random within the whole biopsy. In the computer-based
methods the program presents the results as a histogram
and calculates the atrophy and hypertrophy factors for the
pathologist.

Results

We have made a direct comparison of the results obtained
using each method. These methods were compared by (i)
the mean within-subject difference, which measures
overall agreement and (ii) the standard deviation of the
individual differences, which measures between-subject
variability around the mean value.

Table I shows that the mean and standard deviation of
the differences between each pair of methods were very
similar for type I and type 11 fibres and for the remaining
analyses the two types were not distinguished, but were
treated as different samples. Table 2 shows the compari-
son of the methods for the three groups of subjects;
normals, those with hypothyroid myopathy and those
with miscellaneous neuromuscular diseases, and for all
groups combined.

Overall there was better agreement between the two
computer-aided methods than between either of these and
the manual method. Moreover, whereas for normals there

was a similar degree of agreement between the manual
method and the "two point" computer method with the
"outline" computer method, for the pathological groups
the hand method was rather worse than the "two point"
method in its agreement with method 3. For all groups
there were some samples where the hand method gave
values that were very different from those obtained by the
computer-aided methods. This is shown in Table 3 where
it can be seen that for one in five samples the hand method
gave a mean fibre diameter that was more than 5/,m
different from either computer method; usually the hand
method gave a higher value.

Discussion

The value of measurement of changes in individual
muscle fibres is well established in histological assess-
ment of neuromuscular disease and allows the demonstra-
tion of selective injury to metabolically vulnerable fibre
types. The particular measurement made has varied but
the most commonly used in clinical practice appears to be
fibre type measurement as described by Brooke and
Engel. The advent of computer-aided microscopy has
emphasised area measurements again because of the
relative simplicity of simple grey level segmentation
techniques.'3 We have preferred to measure fibre
diameters both to ensure comparability with other studies
and also because obliquity of section distorts area
measurements and may make much of a small biopsy
unsuitable. Moreover, ATPase staining for fibre dif-
ferentiation is not always uniform either within a single
fibre of between individual fibres of the same type.

Table 3 Extent of'agreement (%) between manual and computer-aided methodts

Method.s omnpared
Margin bet ween methods (,am) Manuiial vs outlitne Manutail vs two point Ouutliuue vs tuwopoint
2 33 42 55
3 53 52 70
4 70 70 87
5 80 XO 93
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"Automatic" methods still require time-consuming edit-
ing to account for vagaries of staining and particularly to
delineate the light staining type I fibres if the analysis
relies on grey level segmentation. Alternatively a major
and expensive programming effort is necessary to
produce a fully automatic routine.
The computer methods we described here are based on

simple interaction between pathologist and computer. The
pathologist uses his interpretative skill to delineate the
picture for analysis; the computer then makes the
appropriate measurements.

Both the computer-aided methods we describe are
faster and more convenient than simple hand measure-
ments on photographs. There is no "true"' answer to such
measurements and values obtained by hand measurement
and by the "two point" method both depend on subjective
decision by the pathologist of the longest fibre diameter.
We have therefore compared these results with a more
objective measure the minor axis of the "best ellipse"
fitting the outline which was obtained by tracing on the
screen image of the fibre with the light-pen and requiring
only minimal subjective decision by the pathologist.
Our results show that there is better agreement between

the two computer methods than between either computer
method and manual measurement. However, the discre-
pancies between manual and computer methods are small
and 80t/r of results are within 5,um of each other. We
chose the "outline trace" as a more objective measure
against which the other methods could be assessed. In
working practice. however, it requires more operator
effort and is less rapid than the "two point" method.
Since the results obtained by the two computer methods
do not differ significantly we prefer the "two point"
method and it is in routine use in this laboratory It is
simple, rapid to perform and the prompting cross line
ensures accuracy. This method has been rapidly learned
by a variety of staff - students, medical laboratory

scientific officers and clinicians -and is readily accepted
by them. It is clearly applicable to the measurement of
other tissue components and is a technique of general
application.

We wish to thank Mr D Altman for his statistical advice
and Mrs Jillian Pirne for her typescript.

Since writing this paper the software for the two-point
method has been updated by Mr Roger Jagoe to facilitate
counting of muscle subtypes within a single image.
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